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1.

INT. STORE - DAY
Detectives HARPER and SCALES enter. Harper scans then
moves toward an employee stocking a shelf. Harper pulls
back the edge of a jacket revealing a badge.
HARPER
I’m detective Harper. My partner, Scales.
Harper glances at the name badge.
HARPER (CONT’D)
You’re… “Michael?”
MICHAEL
Wow. You’re good. Case solved.
HARPER
Got a last name, “Michael?”
SCALES
And maybe some ID?
MICHAEL
Really? Don’t think I look Mexican.
HARPER
Don’t look like an asshole either, but
apparently looks can be deceiving.
MICHAEL
ID’s in my jacket. I’ll get it if you
promise not to shoot me.
SCALES
Faster you do that the better your
chances are.
Michael turns and starts toward a counter. Sets down box.
MICHAEL
Wow. Apparently sense of humor isn’t one
of the requirements for making detective.
HARPER
You find that funny? 15 year old boy
getting shot?
MICHAEL
Oh. You’re here about that.
Michael lifts his jacket from under a counter and pulls
out his ID, hands it to Scales.
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SCALES
Something else we should be here about?
MICHAEL
Not what I meant.
HARPER
Were you working the night it happened?
Beat as Michael watches Scales examine his license. Then
reaching out his hand…
MICHAEL
You done with that? Can’t drive home
without it. Don’t want to break the law.
SCALES
(holding ID back)
You didn’t answer my partner’s question.
MICHAEL
What was that?
Harper steps forward and gets in Michael’s space.
HARPER
I don’t like having to repeat myself.
MICHAEL
Oh, right. Touchy, touchy. Yes. And
already talked to your esteemed “boys in
blue” that night.
HARPER
Well you’re talking to us, now.
MICHAEL
Is this where I say “lawyer?”
HARPER
Depends. Is this where you need one?
SCALES
Listen. We’re just trying to get a little
more background on the situation. License
says you live in Koreatown. That still a
valid address?
Yup.

MICHAEL
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HARPER
Maybe stick with “yes” and “no.” Don’t
want there to be any confusion in our
report.
MICHAEL
Yes. Wow. Yes, sir. Still living at the
same address.
SCALES
And you drive to work?
MICHAEL
Yes. Well… not that day actually.
Really?

HARPER

MICHAEL
Car was in the shop. Perils of driving a
beater. Believe it or not, they don’t
actually pay a whole lot to have their
shelves stocked here.
SCALES
What’s the make and model?
MICHAEL
Uhh… what -- Toyota, and… uh, Tercel.
Like a 1992 I think.
(gives a look)
After a certain age everything’s just,
you know… old.
HARPER
So you didn’t drive -- how’d you get to
work? Mommy give you a lift? She couldn’t
have let you ride your bike this whole
way.
MICHAEL
The bus. Like the rest of the dregs. We
done?
HARPER
(handing a card)
Anything changes with you -- where you
crash, what you drive -- I better hear
about it from you first.
Harper and Scales turn to go.
Yes, sir.

MICHAEL
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